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ABSTRACT. Native harvest statistics
are counts, or estimates, of thenumber of animals by category takenby a specific groupof native people during
a
specific time period. These statistics are significant
for basic research in the social and biological sciences, for public policy and for the resolution
of
environmental conflictsin the North. This paper reviews and assesses two common sources
of native harvest data- administrative and monitoring
-and provides an extensive bibliography
for the latter. Native harvest data
are normally obtainedby recall survey
records, and special-purpose studies
rather than direct observation. The existing data base is therefore evaluatedin terms of the methodological norms of social surveys, with particular
attention to precision and uniformity of survey parameters and interview terminology, sampling procedures, non-response biasand response bias.
of methodologicalrigour, especially regarding parameters, terminology
and projection from reported harvests,
it is concluded that the
Despite some lack
existing bodyof informationmay be usedto recreate an historical statistical series
of substantial breadthand depth, useful for both socio-economic and
biological research purposes.
Key words: native, Northwest Territories, wildlife, social surveys, methodology
RÉSUMÉ. Les statistiques dertcoltes indigbnes sontdes comptages ou des estimations du nombre d’animauxclassts par categories, rtcoltts par un
groupe d’indigbnes particulier, pendant une période
donnte. Ces statistiques sont importantes pour la recherche fondamentale
en sciences sociales et
biologiques, pourl’ttablissementde politiques publiqueset pour la solution des conflits relits B l’environnement dansle Nord. Cet articlefait une revue
et unetvaluation de deux sources courantes
de donnks sur lesdcoltes indigbnes-les dossiers de l’administration et des organismes de surveillance, et
donnees sur les
dcoltes indigbnes sont normalement obtenues
les dtudes spécifiques-et il fournit une bibliographie approfondie pour ces Les
demibres.
B partir de temoignages sollicites plutôt que d’observations
directes. La base de donnees existantes est donc dvalude en fonction des normes
mkthodologiques des enquêtes sociales, une attention particulibre itant portte B la pdcision et B I’uniformitt des param6tres d’enquête et de la
terminologie d’entrevue, auxproctdures d’tchantillonnage, B la tendance B ne pas dpondre, et au parti pris des rtponses. En dtpit d’un manque de
rigueur methodologique, en particulier
en ce qui concerne les parambtres,
la terminologie et les projections B partir des dcoltes rapporttes, on a conclu
B recder une strie statistique historique d’une ampleur et d’une profondeur
considtrables, utile
que l’ensemble des informations existantes peut servir
pour la recherche socio-tconomique aussi bien que biologique.
Mots cl&: indigbne, Temtoires du Nord-Ouest, faune, enquêtes sociales, mtthodologie

INTRODUCTION

Native people take a substantial
part of the total harvestof fish
and wildlife north of the settled agricultural areas of North
America. Quantitative estimatesof their harvests are important
forbasicresearch in thesocialandbiological
sciences; for
makingpublicpolicyrespectingresourcemanagementand
allocation, economic planning and projectassessment; and for
impact mitigation and compensation.
Harvest statisticsare counts, or estimates, of the quantity
of a
particular species offish and wildlife taken inspecific
a
area or
by a specific group of people over a period of time. Harvest
statistics may thus be presented
as totals for either a geographic
region or a categoryof harvesters. In the case of native harvest
statistics, thesetwo formats are often usedinterchangeably
(although sometimes incorrectlyso), because for many species
native people are the sole harvesters and because identifiable
groups of native people have normally harvested within welldefined traditionalterritories.
The term “native harvest survey” seems to have come into
common use as result
a of the implementation of
the James Bay
and Northern Quebec Agreement of 1975, involving the Cree
and Inuit of northern Quebec and the federal and provincial
governments. This agreement
called for five-year surveys of the
Cree and Inuit harvests, as a basisfor settingminimum preferential allocationson a species-by-speciesbasis to these two native
groups(JamesBay . . . ,1976a,b,c, 1982a,b;hereafterreferred
to as the JBNQ surveys). Similar surveyshave since been

conducted in anticipation
of the settlementof Inuit claims in the
eastern and central Northwest Territories (Donaldson, 1983,
1984; Gamble, 1984; Jingfors, 1984).
These comprehensive and repetitive surveys, covering very
large areas, obtain harvestdata solely on the basis of harvester
recall and have been conducted under a substantial degree of
local initiative and control. While there is some variation in both
the specific methodology and the reliability
of the results of each
survey, all meet certain basic standardsof uniform and repetitive measurement thatenable valid comparison ofresults over
space and time (Usher et al., 1985).
Yet for other parts of the North there are no uniform and
reliable systems for obtaining suchstatistics. There are instead
two less satisfactory sources of data. One
consists of a number
of administrative data sets, whichhavebeen collected for
several decades in most jurisdictions. Although these provide
substantial historical depth and wide
geographic coverage, they
are of uncertain reliability, chiefly as a result of poor design and
low (or unknown) responserates.
The other consists of numerous but fragmentary and
isolated
estimates of native harvests in thesocial scientific and biological literature. These date from about 1950onward andare based
on hunter recall, sometimes supplemented by
estimates by local
non-natives such as
traders and gameofficers, and occasionally
by direct observation. However, the purposesof these estimates
have varied, and the methods of estimation, although often
superior in designand execution to the administrative
systems,
have been idiosyncratic. As a result, despite the accuracy of
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many of the individual estimates, there are problems in using
them for comparative purposes over space and time.
Thus there have been threestages in the collection of native
harvest data, which are best conceived of as levels of methodological development rather than a chronological succession,
because all three methods
of data collection continue to be
utilized. Several evaluationsof the thirdstage now exist (James
Bay . . . , 1982a,b; Usher et al., 1985), and further consideration of it will be foregone in order to focus onthe first two.
What is common to all three methods is that harvest
data are
normally obtained by meansof social surveys, in which people
are requestedto recall or record their harvests. In large part this
is because independent observations of an adequate sample of
harvesteventsarerarely
feasible. Typically, native hunters
foray repeatedly over large areasin small, mobile parties.
Participant observation in hunting and trapping and counts of
particular harvesteditems (e.g., numbers of fishon drying
racks) are useful not so much for generating total counts, but
rather for verifying or supplementing harvesters’ reports.
There are exceptions: for example, where the harvestof prey
species or populations such aslarge marine mammals or migratory waterfowl is highly restricted in space andtime. Yet even
then, direct observation can only
cover the bulk of the catch that
actually occurs under these circumstances but not incidental
kills at othertimesandplaces.Insomeother
cases, like
domestic fisheries, a combination of carefully selected sample
observations and interviews can provide the basis
for generating
reliable harvest estimates.
In view of the importance of recall surveys, then, methodological questions about harvest
data are necessarilythe same as
for any social survey: for what
purposes, by whom and by what
methods were thesedata collected, how comprehensive was the
coverage andhowrepresentativearethe
results? (See, for
example, Shipman, 1981.>
Our objective in this articleto is
answer thesequestions and to
provide a methodological basis for comparing and analyzing
apparently disparate data that have hitherto been used only in
isolation. Thereareanumber
of practicalandtheoretical
reasons for seeking to extend the historical depthgeographiand
cal breadth of coverage, which can only be
done by making use
of the administrative data and occasional surveys already on
record. These reasons include the practical objectives already
mentioned (especially the allocation and management of fish
and wildlife resources), as well as more theoretical issues in
both the natural and social sciences. The latter include species
population dynamics in relation
to harvesting pressure, harvesting strategies in relationto resource abundance or scarcity and
the historic effectsof variable harvests onthe social, economic
andcultural life of native northerners. Historical depth is
so often there are substantial
especiallyimportantbecause
l o n g a n variations in both abundance and harvest that recent
statistics, even where available, cannot illuminate.
Both the administrative and
literature data provide abasis for
estimatingpastlevels
of nativeharvestsand
for obtaining
information on current levels. The purpose of this paper is to
provide a brief surveyof these two types of harvest records, to
assesstheirutility
for theaforementionedpurposesand
to
provide a basisfor comparing themto the results of the modern
comprehensive surveys.
Our data and examples are drawn heavily
from the Northwest
Territories, because the historical record is the most complete
there and because there
has been a greater use of native
harvest

statistics in the N. W.T. than in other North Americanjurisdictions. We have surveyed the literature (i,e., publicly available
‘‘grey literature” as well as published monographs and
articles)
from all across northern North America in an exploratory
rather
than exhaustiveway, so as to indicate the richness and variety
of
available sources. Our observations and conclusions are intended
to apply broadly.
of native
We review, first, theactualcollectionanduse
harvest statistics and, secondly, the basic properties of harvest
statistics; finally, we identify the key methodological problems
associated with harvest surveys andtheir analysis.
ADMINISTRATIVE AND MONITORING RECORDS

Fish and wildlife agencies have obtained
quantitative data on
all typesof harvests for administrative and monitoring purposes
for several decades. With the exceptionof the furtrade records
of the Hudson’s Bay Company, these
constitute the earliest
continuous records available. However, although systems for
gathering data relating to native harvests have been in place for
some time, theresultingrecordshavegenerallybeenkept
haphazardly and rarely tabulated or analyzed. They have been
used most commonly to provide statistics for agency annual
reportsor for nationaleconomicproduction (e.g., Statistics
Canada, annual). To a lesser extent, these data have also been
used to monitor trends in fish and wildlife harvesting and as
possible indicators of abundance,but seldomas precise tools for
research and management.
The Record-Keeping System
The taking of fish and wildlife normally
occurs under authority of a licenceor permit issued by a fish and wildlife agency.
Administrative harvest records are thus conveniently obtained
byattachingreportingrequirements
to these licences. This
system works reasonably well for non-native commercial and
sport harvests, but less so for native harvests, for two reasons.
One is that native people harvest
fish and wildlife almost
entirely (except for fur and in somecases fish) for domestic or
subsistencepurposes. Aswell, native persons are by law in most
jurisdictions the only ones authorized to take fish and wildlife
for subsistence purposes. Rarelyare there any systems in place
designed specifically to track subsistence harvests, and these
harvests are largely unaccounted for
by systems intended to
record commercial and recreational harvests.
The otheris that, unlike other citizens, nativepeoples’
entitlement to hunt and fish (at least for domestic use) is not
derived from alicence, but ratherfrom their aboriginalrights as
recognized by treaties, land claims settlements or other instruments. Thereis normally noenforceablereporting requirement
for aboriginal peoples, and as a result, most jurisdictions have
few historical records of native harvests exceptfor commercial
ones such as fur and fish. Even in these cases the status of the
harvester as native or non-native is not alwaysrecorded.
The Northwest Territories, however, has an exceptionally
rich record of native harvests, which is in almost every regard
superior to that of other northern jurisdictions. The basis and
nature of this data set are therefore described in some detail,
with only brief observations on the situationelsewhere.
Although the NorthwestTerritories Act contains exemptions
for native harvesters similar to those in other jurisdictions, a
nominal reporting requirement has existedfor them since 1929
under the Northwest GameAct. The regulations required native
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hunters to report annually the numbers they of
took
specified fur
and game species. The N.W.T. GameOrdinance, which
replaced the Northwest Game Act in 1949, required all native
people to obtain a General Hunting Licence (GHL) at nocost.
This licence became the basis for annual affidavit reporting of
all game species taken under itsauthority.
no parallel elsewhere in Canada
or in Alaska.
This system has
The reporting requirements were only
nominal, as there wasno
legalpenaltyfornon-compliance.Yet
it appearsthatmost
native people assumed they were obliged
by the government to
report their harvests, and many actually did so. The result has
been that, of all North Americanjurisdictions, the N.W.T. has
maintained by far the most complete record of nativeharvests.
Alongwiththe
“kill statistics” compiledfromGeneral
Hunting Licence returns was a second useful of
setdata known
as theFur Export Taxreturns. A system requiring all persons
to
obtain a permit export
to
furs from theN. W.T.was also enacted
in 1929. Thesepermitsrecordthenumber
of pelts ineach
shipment by species and usually by the area in which they are
taken (Berger, 1977b, and Usher, 1975,1977, provide detailed
commentaries on the reporting systems in theN. W.T.).These
two systems have provided theN.W.T. with an unusually long
and reliable dataset for both fur and game, althoughall
Canadian jurisdictions have some system in place to record
commercial fur harvests.
As well, in theN.W.T. and possibly someotherjurisdictions,
gameofficers’annualreportsprovideusefuldata.TheR.C.M.P.
annual reports on game conditions, for example (which were
prepared by each detachment from
at least the early 1950sto the
early 1970s), contain estimates of
relative abundance of scarcity
of game based on both sightings and local opinion, occasional
descriptive accountsof hunting methods, effort and success, as
well as quantitative estimatesof harvests (bylaw, in mostcases,
entirely native) for the district. These estimates were based in
part on the fur export andGHL returns, butalso include
additionalinformationobtained
during patrolsofoutlying
camps.
More recently, the establishment of quotas for certain big
game and marine mammalspecies, by which harvests are thus
controlled bytags, has provided an additional and more precise
sourceofnativeharvest
statistics, because illicit kills are
difficult to conceal or todispose of commerciallyinsmall
northern communities.
Administrative data normally reflect the statutoryjurisdiction
and responsibilities of the agencies that collect them. These
have normally been resource management agencies, and thus
each data set is limitedto a particular group of animals, birds or
fish. Although native people harvest a wide range
species,
of no
agency to date has attempted to estimate their entire harvest.
Hence distinctive conventions have arisen
for estimating native
harvests with respect to the following categories of wildlife:
migratory birds, fur bearers, big game, large marine mammals,
seals and fish.
Where the speciesor populations cover large areas (and have
therefore had a history of federal management involvement),
and especially where therehas been a nationalor international,
rather thanpurely local, concernabout their status, harvest
estimation techniques are betterdeveloped. Thisappears to be
true of commercial and recreational harvests
as well as of native
harvests.
Migratory Birds: The well-developed methodsfor estimating
to native
sportharvests (see below)havenotbeenapplied
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harvests. Statistics formerlygathered from GHL holders (in
effect, native harvesters) in theN.W.T. were notoriously inaccurate and incomplete. No administrative statistics have been
maintained by otherjurisdictions.
Fur Bearers: Fur bearer harvestsare almost always assumed
to berepresented by commercial statistics. These statistics,
however, record only thesale, circulation or export of pelts, not
thenumbers of fur bearers actually taken. Elton(1942)
connection with
commented on this disparity extensively in
Hudson’s Bay Company tradestatistics. Numerous researchers
since have estimated the size and regularity
of these differences
in particularcontexts. In some jurisdictions, such as Northwest
Territories and Yukon, there are
historical records based on
licencereturns(in
effect, recall interviews), as well as on
commercial returns. No direct comparisons ofrecall and commercial records have been published, although some agencies
have done internal analyses. Du.ring the course of the JBNQ
harvest surveys, however, considerable effort wasmade to
compare, and if possible reconcile, the survey results with the
commercial records of the Governmentof Quebec.
Big Game: The rare tabulations of native big game harvests
for biological purposes have been based
chiefly on the educated
guesses of wildlife officers or, in the case of the N.W.T., the
Kill Statistics from GHL returns. Counts based the
on numbers
of tags issued and returned
are few, because quotas seldom
apply to native harvesters in the North, except for musk-oxen
and large marine mammals (see below), and even then theyare
for the most part relatively recent.
Small Game: Estimates of the native harvest
of small gameby
wildlife agencies are exceedinglyrare. The Kill Statistics from
GHL returns recorded kills of upland game birds taken in the
N.W.T. but made no taxonomic distinctions among grouse or
ptarmigan. The statistics gathered for these categorieshave
always been acknowledgedto be especially unreliable.
Otherwise, there are no tabulations based on either observations or interviews of such species as rabbits, hares or porcupines for any jurisdiction. Presumably this is because
these
species are not regardedas scarce, nor dothey generate revenue.
Yet in some areas small game constitutes a significant proportion of the local diet at certain times.
Large Marine Mammals:In 1972, the Department of Fisheries and Oceans began collectingstatistics on native harvests of
large marine mammals. Recordsprior to that time are fragmentary. These harvests are commonly monitored either by direct
observations (of landings
if not strikings) or by recall interviews
at hunting camps. Thereliability and comprehensivenessof the
fact that the
current reporting systemare greatly enhanced by the
are relatively concentrated intime and
harvests of these species
space. Fisheriesmanagersconsider
these counts useful for
management purposes but acknowledge two major problems
with them. One relatesto insufficient standardization of reporting procedures, including the failure to count animals struck and
lost. The other is the significant incentive for strategic response
bias by hunters, for example, in the case of narwhal, possible
non-reportingofuntuskedanimals
(e.g.,Hunt,1979,
and
Fraker, 1980, for Mackenzie Bay beluga, Brodie et al., 1981,
et al., 1980, for North
for Cumberland Sound beluga and Finley
Baffin narwhal).
Seals: There is no systematic recording of native seal harvests. Since the 1960s, the N.W.T. Wildlife Service has kept
records of pelt sales, and Hudson’s Bay Company records are
available for earlier years (Smith, 1975). However the differ-
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(1968) and Smith andTaylor (1977). Although wildlife managence betweenthenumbersofanimals
struck, thenumbers
ers have long recognized that catch
statistics are inprinciple an
retrieved, the numbers of pelts sold andthe number of animals
essential management tool, they have had considerable doubts
consumed isfar greater than for anyother fur bearer, and these
about the reliability for that purpose
of the data they have been
data are therefore of limited value.
gathering routinely for decades.
Fish: There isnosystematicrecording
of domestic fish
catches in the North. For manyyears, fisheries managers have
Several problems have been identified in administrative
using
harvest statistics. First, there is the designof the statistical set,
considered it unnecessary or infeasible to gather administrative
data of this type. The recent introduction in some
jurisdictions
including the absence of reporting requirements for some speof “food” or “Indian” fishing licences with reporting requirecies, lack of species differentiation (e.g., among geese, ducks,
seals and caribou) and in the
case of furs the systematicomission
mentshasbeenlargelyignored
by nativeharvesters. Only
of domestically retained or unsaleable pelts from the records.
commercial statistics are available.
Secondly, there are methodological problems with the collecWith the exceptionof the N.W.T., native harveststatistics in
tion of the data, includingthelack of reporting incentive,
Canada have typically been limited to the commercial take by
inconsistentandfrequentlyunrecordedreportingrates,
native peoples from trapping and commercial
fishing, based on
unreliability of hunterrecall over longperiods for certain
purchase records, export permits and nominal
harvester reportharvests (especially of birds and
fish) and the possibility of
ingrequirements.Outside of Canada, Greenlandhasmaindeliberate misrepresentation of catch.
tained a consistent but partial recording system since the 19th
The net effect of all these difficulties is that official tabulacentury, chiefly of commerce in wildlife, but also of domestic
tions normally underestimate the volumeof the native harvest,
harvests of themajormammals(Ministeriet
for Grcbnland,
insome cases substantially.Forsomespecies
or areas, the
1983). In Alaska, official records are less complete (Buckley,
degree to which this isso can be estimated and corrected for; for
1 954).
others it cannot. Even where the potentialexists for projecting
The permit-based reporting systems used
by fish and wildlife
estimates of total harvests from reported harvests because the
management agencies to track native harvests have generally
sample size is known or can be reliablyestimated, this has not
been developed in-house, for administrative convenience, and
been done systematically.
have rarely been subjectto any critical or peer review. The
data
It is generally concluded that official
N.W.T. harvest data, in
have not always been completely
or consistently tabulated, nor
are they necessarily maintained in a form useful and accessible their presentform, are useful for reconstructing trends in native
harvesting of some species, but the actual quantities must be
for research andanalysis. In some cases the rawdata have been
treated cautiously. Othershavereachedsimilarconclusions
discarded as useless or unintentionally lost in departmental
about native harvest data from other Canadian jurisdictions
reorganizations and relocations.
(e.g., Usher, 1979, for the Yukon, Kelly, 1978, for SaskatcheIt is nonetheless possible in many cases to reconstruct past
wan, Rogers, 1966, and Usher et al., 1979, for Ontario, Feit,
harvests andto link thesedata sets to currently generatedones, if
1975, Weinstein, 1975, and Cree RegionalAuthority, 1979, for
the limitations of the original data are properly accounted for.
Quebec, and Usher, 1982, for Labrador).
Using appropriate techniques, it is possible not only to design
Annualgamereportsprovideasupplementary
source of
better methods of obtaining native harvest data in future, but
historical data, although they have never been assembled
into a
also to interpret and evaluate existing data more accurately and
single data set (see, however, Smith and Taylor, 1977, on seal
reliably.
harvests). It is especially difficult to compare them over time
The Use of Administrative Records
and place because of idiosyncratic reporting methods. well,
As
because
game
officers’
obligation
to
gather
statistics
is
coupled
The historical harvest statistics for the N.W.T. have often
with an obligation
to enforce the gamelaws, full cooperation by
been used in both biological and economic researchduring the
harvesters may not always be forthcoming.
last 30 years. In some cases researchers have relied on the
annual totals by community provided without explanatorytext
Administrative Commercial andSport Harvest Records
in the summary tables compiled each year by the N.W.T.
Several systems have been inplace to measure the commerWildlifeService. In other cases, theyhavere-analyzedthe
cial and sport harvests of fish and wildlife in North American
original individual permit records or hunter declarations. Durjurisdictions. These are of two basic types (not including bag
ing the 1960s and early 197Os, these statistics were often used
and creel checks, or checkpoint counts, which are primarily
the
uncritically in economic
analyses -for example, in some of
enforcement rather than data-gathering techniques).
Area Economic Surveys (see below) - and in impact assessOne is the recording of commercial transactions, based on
ments (see, for example, DIAND/MPS, 1973; Gemini North,
mandatoryrecording of sales, purchases or exports. These
1974). Commentaries on the potential for misinterpretation or
apply chieflyto fish andto fur-bearers ,as described above, and
misuse of these data are found in Berger (1977b) and Usher
are generally considered to cover virtually all non-native har(1978).
vests and the bulk of native ones.
Until recently, administrative data have only occasionally
The other is the permit-based reporting system, which is
beenusedformanagementpurposesin
the N.W.T. Early
normally voluntary and is intended
to cover sport or recreational
examples include the muskrat management program begun in
harvests. The standard methodof estimating these harvests is to
the Mackenzie Delta in the late 1940s, walrus hunting restricsurvey asample of individual permit holders
(Filion, 1980), and
tions in the 1950s (Loughrey, 1959) and the establishment of
most jurisdictions conduct recreational harvest surveys of this
for each community at
polar bear quotas 1967,
in which were set
type (additional reporting requirements
often apply to commera percentageof the mean recorded harvestof the three previous
cial outfitters and guides).
years. Commentaries on the
limitations of these data for biologiQuestionnaire surveys of permit
holders are relatively recent
cal management, at least for certain species, are found in Kelsall
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the concepts of human ecology or cultural ecology to northern
research in such diversefields as anthropology, human geography, sociology, demography, archaeology and biology(Lantis,
1954). Early research in this tradition focused
on the adaptation
of northern peoplesto their environment and on environmental
health. Notable examples include two studies in the late 1940s
of the social basis of nutrition and health among the Cree of
Attawapiskat(Honigmann, 1961) andRupert House (Kerr,
1950); Shimkin’s (1955) human ecology researchat Fort Yukon
in the late 1940s; Rogers’s (1973) ethnographic study of the
Cree ofcentral Quebec in the early1950s; and the geographical
research undertaken by Foote and Williamson(1966) in north1950s. The last was especially influential
west Alaska in the late
on subsequent work in the Canadian North and was
as well the
prototypical impact assessmentof a major project the
in Arctic.
Each of these pioneeringstudiesattempted
to collect and
analyze quantitative data on the production and consumptionof
country food, as well as the sale of furs, in order to understand
the native economy.
During the 1960s and OS, numerous scholarly studies were
conducted that described and analyzed the hunting and trapping
economies of native northerners. Severalprovidedharvest
statistics based on recall interviews with hunters and others,
SPECIAL-PURPOSE STUDIES
often supplemented by participant observation
(e.g., Beaubier,
What we refer to hereas special-purpose studies have been of 1970; Berkes, 1977,1979;Bodden, 1981;Feit, 1978; Freeman,
1969/70,1975; Haller, 1967,1978; Jarvenpa, 1980; Knight,
several types: scholarly social scientific studies, government
economic planningreports, social and economic impact assess- 1967; Muller-Wille, 1974; Rogers, 1962,1973; Rushforth,
1977; Tanner, 1979; Treude, 1977; Usher, 1965, 1971; Wilments, nutritional studies and wildlife status and management
liamson, 1964). Most of these authors were trained as anthrostudies. Practically all of these date from the post-1945 period,
pologists or geographers, andsomehad training inwildlife
1960. Although we review these categories
andmostsince
biology as well. Practically all shared a common
interest in
separately, some of thesestudieshaveservedoverlapping
cultural ecology. Thus their studies tended to bridge the purely
purposes, and there is much indication of cross-fertilization.
economic and the purely biological approachesto the question
In the yearsafter World WarII, there arose, on the one hand,
of harvest statistics. Most of these studies relied primarily on
a growing interest in northern research in both the natural and
social sciences and, on the other, a growing recognition of both participant observation made possible by extended field residence, but also obtained harvestand/or diet data through recall
the impending scarcity of certain species (especially caribou)
surveys. In some cases, a sampleof harvesters was requestedto
and an economic problem among native people. Reliable estimaintain diary records.
mates of native harveststherefore assumed greater significance
A unifying interestfor most of thesestudies was therelationfortheoreticalresearch as well as in practical questions of
resource management and in social and economic planning in
ship betweenhuman social groupsand their resource base;
consequently,the relationshipof harvesting practices and levels
the North. There followed an increasing use of native harvest
to resource abundance and availability were central research
data insupportofcompetingpublicpolicy
objectives and
concerns. Theobjective of these authors in generatingquantitaideological positions (see Dominique, 1984).
Early investigators of these practical issues (e.g., Buckley,
to correlate this information with
tive data on hunter success was
1962; Cantley, 1950; Jenness, 1964; Kelsall, 1957) had no
data on social organization, culture change, employment and
alternative but to relyon existing administrative records. They
cash income and huntereffort and productivity and not necessarily to contribute to some larger harvest data set. Consedid not always do so uncritically, but it became evident that
these data were inadequate to meet the tasks of either resource
quently, the actual methods ofdata collection and interpretation
management or economic planning.
remained somewhat idiosyncratic and were rarely specified in
Researchers thus beganto develop a number ofindependent
detail. Most authors appear to have regarded textbook survey
methods of obtaining harveststatistics for their specific needs.
and sampling methods as not only unnecessary, but also of
Most of these methods have been derived from the standard
doubtful utility in a cross-culturalsetting.
techniques of anthropology and sociology: participant observaGovernment Planning Studies
tion, flexible or open-ended interviews andstandardized queson
tionnaires. However, as these techniquesare based primarily
In the late 1950s, the Canadian government (Department of
harvester reporting rather than direct observation, they are in
Northern Affairs and National Resources) began
seriesaof Area
principle refinements and improvements of the basic adminisEconomic Surveys, which during the ensuing decade covered
trative recording system.
the entire N.W.T., northern Yukon and arctic Quebec (Lotz,
1976). The purpose of thesesurveyswas to document the
Scholarly Social Science Studies
contemporary economic situation of the native people and to
The intellectual roots of much of the social scientific docurecommendmeasures to improve it. Many of these studies
mentation of native harvests can
be traced to the application of
carried forward methodsof analyzing native economic activity

in Canada, and many are
no older than the comprehensive native
harvest surveys initiated in 1975. The primary example is the
et al., 1978),
National Harvest Survey of waterfowl (Cooch
which began in 1967. It has drawn heavily on the expertise of
biometricians and social scientistsfor its design, interpretation
and evaluation, and it has undergoneextensive peer review and
refinement. There is no comparable system for collecting uniform data at the national levelfor recreational harvestseither of
fish (although periodic surveys have been undertaken)
or of big
game.
The quality of bothcommercialand recreational harvest
estimates varies substantially not only amongjurisdictions but
also by species. Significant sourcesof error or bias in them have
led to controversy over their interpretation, as has beenthe case
with native harvest statistics. Indeed, Boyd (1977) considered
data on waterfowl sport harvesting to be less reliable than the
native harvest statistics then being generated by
the James Bay
and Northern Quebecsurveys. Yet, both recreational and commercial statistics have been gathered more
consistently and used
more extensivelyfor both management andeconomic purposes
than have native harveststatistics.
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developed by Foote andWilliamson (both of whom also participated in some of them) and provided the f i s t comprehensive
documentation of native harvestlevels across much ofthe North
(see especially Abrahamson, 1963; Abrahamson et al., 1964;
Bissett, 1968a,b; Brack, 1962; Brackand McIntosh, 1963;
Foote, 1967; Haller etal., 1968;Usher, 1966). Besides examining existing government statistics, these studies obtained data
through participant observation and recall interviews with individuals and households. The survey methods, though innovative, were ad hoc and were modified chiefly on the basis of
previous experience rather than examination of the social scientific literature.
Similar studies have been undertaken recently in Alaska by
the Subsistence Division (established in 1978) of the Alaska
Department of Fish and Game. Like the Area Economic Surveys, these studies are intended as one-time surveys to establish
the general levels of subsistence resource use in any particular
locale, rather thanas repetitive annual surveys. They are
intended to provide
data for resolving particular resource issues,
such as allocation and habitat protection, rather than for speciesspecific management. Harvest data are thus generated as part of
abroad description of the social and economic patterns of
community harvesting. Most studies include hunter recall surveysusing questionnaires or guided interviews, sometimes
aided by harvest calendars (e.g., Behnke, 1982; Burch, 1985;
Foster, 1982; Sherrod, 1982; Thomas, 1982; Wolfe, 1981;
Wolfe et al., 1984). These methods are, however, discussed
and evaluated with more rigour than was
the case with the Area
Economic Surveys.
Socio-Economic Impact Assessments and Claims Statements
A range of “megaprojects,” especially for hydro-electric
power in northern Quebec and a gaspipeline in the Mackenzie
Valley, proposed in the early 1970s generated a new interest in
native harvest statistics. The chief issues that arose as a consequence of these developments were their broad impact on native
harvesting and how to value native harvests and harvesting for
the purpose of cost-benefit analysis andpossible compensation.
The starting point for these questions was necessarily volume:
the quantity of food thatnative people were actually harvesting
from their lands and waters. (The problem of converting that
volume into value, dollar equivalent or otherwise, has become a
significant public policyissue, but it isnot the direct concern of
this paper.)
The initiative for these evaluations came largely from native
organizations, which were responsible for responding to these
proposed developments on behalf of their constituents. Accordingly, these organizations, sometimes with the cooperation and
support of governments, commissioned studies of the possible
effects of these developments (impact assessments) in which the
quantification of native harvests was acentral research focus (in
some cases documentation of the interest of the sponsoring
group in certain lands and resources in preparing statements of
claim thereto was also a concern). Examples include Dimitrov
and Weinstein, 1984 (Yukon); Brody, 1981 (B.C.); Ballantyne
et al., 1976 (Saskatchewan); Usher et al., 1979 (Ontario);
Elberg et al., 1972, Weinstein, 1976 (Quebec); and Wetzel et
al., 1980 (Newfoundland).
In documentingnative harvests, most ofthese reports do two
things: first, they explain why the official records drastically
underestimate total harvests and, second, they estimate actual
harvests on the basis of one-time recall surveys of hunters. Most
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reports also provide estimates of total food production by
weight. As well, native organizations also commissioned critiques of the estimates of country food significance submitted by
project proponents to regulatory hearings (e.g., Kelly, 1977,
1978; Shindelka, 1978).
These reportswerecommissionedto
demonstrate the full
extent of native harvesting and use of fish and wildlife, but as
they were intended for use in adversarial proceedings such as
public inquiries, negotiations andcourt cases, the authors had to
ensure that their findings could be validated. As well, those
commissioned to do the research were often those who had
already undertaken scholarly work of the type outlined in the
previous section. Where these reports or submissions based on
similar evidence were actually used in such proceedings, for
example in Quebec (Kanatewat et al. v. Hydro-Quebec, the
James Bay and Northern Quebec Agreement), Saskatchewan
(the Churchill River Board of Inquiry - see its Report, 1978),
and the N.W.T. (the Mackenzie Valley Pipeline Inquiry - see
Berger, 1977a,b), their native harvest data were generally
accepted. These reports often incorporated previous scholarly
research results of their authors or led to subsequent scholarly
publication of the commissioned results.
One consequence of these events has been that bothindustry
and government have become less willing to rely on conventional wildlife agency statistics as the sole basis for estimating
nativeharvests.Forexample,thefederalgovernment
1973 in
commissioned impact assessments inOldCrowin
connection with the proposed gas pipeline (Stager, 1974), in
Baker Lake in 1977 in connection with mineral exploration in
the region (Interdisciplinary Systems, 1978), and (in cooperation with the Newfoundland government) in Lake Melville in
connection with winter ice-breaking (Boles et al., 1983). All of
these studies employed hunter recall surveys.
The Polar Gas Project commissioned several studies involving hunter recall surveys in advanceof submitting an application
for pipeline construction in the central Arctic (Kemp et al.,
1977; McEachern, 1978; Stager, 1977). Major oil companies
operating in the Eastern Arctic also sponsored hunter recall
surveys (Finley and Miller, 1980; Resolute Bay Hunters . . . ,
1983). The reports by McEachern and byFinley and Miller are
particularly noteworthy for their careful attention to methodology.
In some of these impact and claims studies, harvest data are
linked to native land use patterns, thus drawing on a related set
of data generated by the various land use and occupancy projects
undertaken by native organizations in the 1970s (e.g .,Freeman,
1976; Brice-Bennett, 1977). However, rarely is there any
precise or detailed correlation of quantitative harvests with
specific areas.
Impact and claims studies both influenced and were influenced by the methodological development of the JBNQ harvest
survey program, and especially the phase I recall surveys
undertakenin 1975. These surveys were designed to obtain
harvest data for the two (and for some species the three)
preceding years from a one-third sample of harvesters in order to
provide interim data for the implementation of the JBNQ
agreement and as abasis for the four-year continuing survey to
begin the following year. The JBNQ surveys were designed on
the basis of an analysis of much of the earlier work cited in this
paper and of Weinstein’s (1976) work at Fort George, which
was intendedin part as a prototype (see James Bay . . . ,1976a,
for a detailed account of the methodology).
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intheJamesBay
area. Althoughnotintended
as adirect
comparison of thetwo methods, theresultsin fact arenot
dissimilar.
Since 1980,the U.S. Fish and WildlifeServicehas conducted
systematicannualsurveys of nativehuntersintheYukonKuskokwimDelta to ascertainsubsistenceharvestlevels
of
migratory waterfowl. Copp (n.d.) provides a detailed critique
and analysis of these surveys.
Nutrition Studies
Mammals: Direct observations of trappers’
or hunters’ catches
are rare in the literature and, in any event, constitute such a
Somemedicalandnutritional
studies intheNorthhave
small sampleof relevant eventsas to be unreliablefor generaliprovided information on native harvests by documenting what
zation. Inuit seal harvests are an exception. There is a substanpeople actually eat. Such studies are designed to estimate the
tialliteraturebasedonhunterrecallinterviewsanddirect
consumption of countryfood by individuals, andthustheir
observations of hunts, similar to that described for migratory
intake of caloric energy or specified nutrients and
their exposure
birds. The difference is that thesedata have been collected and
to toxic substances. Recall interviews are employed to deterpublished mostly by social scientists (e.g., Haller et al., 1968;
mine what individuals have consumed
over a specified period of Foote, 1967; Riewe and Amsden, 1979;Usher, 1971; Wenzel,
time. This period may vary from 24 hours
to a year, but the most 1980) rather thanbiologists(withthenotableexception
of
thorough studies have involved the daily recording
of consumpMcLaren, 1958).
tion by a sample of households over several weeks or months
Fish: Numerous estimates have been made from time
to time
(e.g., Ballantyne etal., 1976;Barbeauetal., 1976;Honigmann,
for specific communities or areas (see summaries by Corkum
1961; Kemp, 1971; Mackey, 1984a,b; Spady et al., 1982;
and McCart,1981, fortheMackenzieDeltaandadjacent
Usher et al., 1979; Waldram, 1985;Woolcott, 1974). It should
Beaufort Sea coast and DIANDIMPS, 1973, for the Mackenzie
be emphasized, however, that consumption and production(or
Valley). Many of theAreaEconomicSurveysattemptedto
harvest) are not equivalent. It may be possible nonetheless to
estimate domestic fish catches as well. These occasional data
infer harvest levels of at least some species from consumption
are derived chiefly from recall interviews with fishermen and
data, which thus provide a useful cross-check
for harvest survey
are sometimes supplemented by observationaldata.
results.
Bothmethodsarebesetwithspecial
problems,however,
when applied to fisheries. People catch fish in such quantities
Biological and Wildlife Management Studies
and oftenover such an extended period
of time that they cannot
readily
recall
numbers,
even
assuming
counts were made at the
Estimates of native harvests independent
of official recording
time.
Observational
data
can
rarely
be
generalized because they
systems have been made by wildlife management agencies or
normally account for a small proportion of seasonalor annual
independent biologists since the 1950s. As in the case of the
catches that occur at many locations on numerousoccasions.
administrativerecording systems, distinctive methodshave
Fisheries managers may also require information on length,
beendeveloped for differenttypes of wildlife.Thesehave
weight
and age from an adequate sample of an
entire catch.
tended to combinethemethods of recallsurveyand direct
These data cannot be reliably obtained through
recall. Nor,
observation.
one, is knowledge of
Migratory Birds: Estimatesof native waterfowl harvests have unless the fishery is a relatively intensive
gear size alone an adequate basis
for inferring these data, and in
been made sporadically in Alaska
(e.g., Klein, 1966;Thompson
any
event
native
people
often
use
a wide variety
of gear to fish
and Person, 1963; see also the review byLoranger, 1985), the
throughouttheyear.
Consequently, directobservation of a
WesternArctic(Barry
and Carpenter, n.d.) and Alberta
sample of the catch isrequired.
(Macauley andBoag, 1974). Morefrequent estimates have been
Few biological studies of domestic
fisheries in theNorth’have
made on the James Bay coasts of Ontario and Quebec. Work
attempted
to
account
for
all
of
these
problems. Bond (1973)
done by or in cooperation with the Ontario Ministry
of Natural
used a questionnaire in combination with some weighted averResources or itspredecessorsincludesHansonand
Currie,
ages(presumablybasedonobservation)
to makean annual
1957; Hanson and Gagnon, 1964; and Prevett et al., 1983. A
estimate
of
total
domestic
consumption
at
Lac
la Martre. The
review of the James Bay estimates is found inCurtis (1973).
Department
of
Fisheries
and
Oceans
has
recently
examined
Two methods have been used to estimate native waterfowl
domestic fishing in the Mackenzie Delta, using a combination
kills. In one, observers have gone out with native hunters and
of survey questionnaire and direct observation, but the results
recordedthenumber of birds coming within range, hunter
are yet unpublished(V. Gillman, Fisheries andOceans, Winnieffort, gear and success. From these data they have calculated
peg,
pers. comm. 1984).
rates of kill per hour, per day, per shot, and so on. In the other,
researchers have conducted recall interviews with hunters to
Assessing theLiterature
ascertain the numbersof birds shot during theseason.
The problem with the first method is that the proportion of
Severalkeypointsemergefromthisbriefreviewofthe
relevant events that can actually be observed is normally small history and literature of the measurement of native harvests in
theNorth. First, thestudies to date havehad quite diverse
and may not berepresentative. The problem with the second is
that although a large sample
of relevant events isreported, there
objectives, including commercial accounting or administrative
record keeping; wildlife management (and usually the managemay be some doubt about the reliability of these reports. We
found no case in the literature where both methods were used
ment of a single species or group of species, such as caribou or
simultaneously. However Curtis(1973) projects totalkills from
waterfowl); socio-economicanalysisandplanning;and
the
data obtained by both methods from differentplaces and times
balance between human populations and
animal resources. For
Like most of the special-purpose studies already noted, the
JBNQ surveys were innovative documentations of the levels
of
nativeharvestingandcountryfood
consumption, but their
primary objective was not wildlife management.The datamay
be useful to wildlife managers as indicators of some otherwise
unobserved problem involving the human use of wildlife, but
not as a basis for active managementintervention.
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example, some of the Area Economic Surveys and
the scholarly
studieshaveattempted
to calculate the theoretical harvest
requirements of specified human populations, as well as their
actual harvests, and to compare both of these with the sustainable yield of local wildlife populations(see also Science Advisory Board of the N.W.T., 1980).
Except for the administrativerecords, such as fur expoits and
licence returns, previous studies have been restricted in time,
space and coverage. Normally they provide data for a single
year andfor a single community or region. As well, some have
been concerned with particular species and therefore have not
attempted to determine the total take of all harvested species.
These limitations add
to the difficultyof making direct comparisons among study results.
Secondly, theparametersoftheharvest
statistics are not
uniform and often are not
specified. We address this problemat
length in the following section.
Thirdly, hunter recall surveys have provento be a necessary
method, andinmany
cases the onlypossible method, of
obtaining native harvest
data; hence, the normal methodological
considerations associated with anysocial survey must be taken
into account. Yet, despite nearly three decades of occasional
special-purpose recall surveys, these methodological problems
remain largely unrecognized, let alone resolved. Even within
the major categoriesof harvest surveys-biological and social
scientific -no uniform methodologiesor protocols for obtaining and presenting harvestdata have been developed.
Why this has been so deserves comment. Biologists, like
social scientists, have relied mainlyon hunter recall surveys to
obtain native harvest data. These surveys are in principle no
different from anyother kind of social survey. Even though the
resulting data may be of primary use to wildlife scientists and
management agencies, the data themselves are social in nature:
they are reportsby human beingsabout their own activities and
their consequences. There seems to havebeeninadequate
recognition on the part
of biologists that harvestsurveys are not
biological but social in nature and consequently
require the
application of social scientific techniques fortheir conduct and
interpretation.
While social scientists commonly deal with interview data,
biologists are unfamiliar and perhaps even uncomfortable with
them, because these data do not appear to be “hard,” in the way
thatobservational data are assumed to be. As well, some
wildlife managers, especially those with enforcementresponsibilities, may feel that it is simply inappropriate to rely on the
unsubstantiated testimony of people, some of whom may be
violating the regulations. A few, regrettably, may simply dismiss the possibility that native
people haveuseful informationto
provide.
Yet, many socialscientists who have conducted
these surveys
havealso failed to giveadequaterecognition to established
social scientific methodology. Indeed, it seems fair to say that
the techniques for social surveys now frequently used
by North
American wildlife management agencies (Filion, 1980) have
had virtually no impact on the estimation
of native harvests. The
these techniques on
reasons include:(1) lack of familiarity with
the partof northern researchers, whether theyhave had biological or social scientific training (most of the
social scientists have
been anthropologists or cultural geographers, who tendto have
less training in social survey techniques than sociologists); (2)
the problem of cross-cultural adaptation of these techniques so
that they can be applied validly in nativecommunities; (3) the

relatively small populations of native harvestingcommunities,
which makes a census, as opposed to a sampling, approach
attractive and feasible; (4)the assumption, usually unstated,
that the survey population is relatively homogeneous and harvest success is normally distributed among
its members; (5)the
fact that the nativeharvest, unlike most recreationalones, is not
necessarily restrictedto a shortseason, and this compounds the
recall problem.
Yet, by no means allfish and wildlife agencies take adequate
account of these considerations in gathering recreational harvest
data either.
In the followingsections, we willoutline the essential parameters ofharveststatisticsandthebasicsurveymethods
for
obtaining these statistics. The contribution of existing administrative and literature records to a valid historical data set may
then be evaluated in termsof these criteria.
CHARACTERISTICS OF HARVEST DATA

Harvest data are normally arrayed to show the number of
animals, by category, taken by specific
a
group of people or in a
specific area over a periodof time. A historical data set provides
these numbers for successive time periods. A “harvest statistic” (N) is the sum of a number of individual recollections or
observations of harvest events.
It followsfrom our opening definition of nativeharvest
statistics that five parameters must be specified for any set of
harvest data. Considering the variousobjectives of harvest data
collection, andespeciallythesomewhatdivergentneeds
of
wildlife management and socio-economic analysis, it is to be
expected that these parameters may be defined differently in
each case. The literature reviewed suggests that most researchers have done this implicitly, but without specifying how they
did so. This is a major source
of difficulty in using
these data for
comparative purposes.
The basic parameters for any set of native harvest statistics
are: (1) harvests, (2) categories, (3) time, (4) areaand (5)
harvesters.
Harvests

Harvests may refer to:
(1) Kill, or thenumber of individualsremoved from a
population by harvesting
activity, i.e., how many were killed by
or subsequently died as a consequence of shooting, trapping,
snaring, netting, harpooning or other consequencesof harvester
activity. This figure includes animalsstruck and lost as well as
those actually retrieved by the harvester. This is the quantity
normally of interestto resource managers andbiologists.
(2) Consumption, or the number ofanimals (or partsthereof)
actually utilized for human purposes, i.e., for domestic food
(including dog food), clothing, bedding or other uses or for
commercial sale as food, raw fur or inputs to other products,
such as handicrafts. This is the quantity normally of interest to
economic planners andto social scientists who wantto estimate
the economic significance of wildlife harvesting. It is also the
quantity of interestto the nutritionistor epidemiologist, who is
concerned with the dietary basis of health or with exposure to
toxic substances through ingestion.
(3) Production (in the economic rather than the biological
sense), or thenumber of animalsstruck(or shot, trapped,
netted, snared, as appropriate) andretrieved. Unless the survey
is suitably specialized (and often this is not feasible for the
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primarypurposeat
hand), struckandretrievedisboth
the
quantity that harvesters commonly assume is being asked and
the quantity they are most likely
to be willing and able
to recall.
This is true whether the survey is in the form of government
records or special-purpose studies and whether it is conducted
by biologists or social scientists.
Thus, while resource managers want to know kill and economicanalystswant to know consumption, harvest surveys
almost invariably yield neither
figure, but rather an approximation of production. In most cases this number is closer to the
number of animals utilized thanthe number killed, for once an
animal has beenretrieved, it is almost invariably used in some
way. Exceptions would include animals cached but for some
reasonnotsubsequentlybrought
home, trapped fur bearers
whose pelts are later judged unsaleable or unusable and meat
that is spoiled or lost between retrieval andconsumption.
Struck and retrieved is thus the most practical definition of
harvest. Yetrarelyisanyof
this acknowledged, let alone
specified, inthe literature. Insome studies the terms kill,
production and consumption are used interchangeably
as though
theymeantthesamething.Sometimes
there is no wayof
interpreting whetherthe statistics presented refer
to kill, production or consumption, either becausethisinformationisnot
specified or because the methodology is sufficiently ambiguous
thatrespondentsthemselvesmightnothaveinterpreted
the
question or responded to it consistently.
Categories
Harvest statistics are normally compiled byspecies or genus.
Resourcemanagers and biologists want species-specific,
population-specific and sometimes even age- and sex-specific
data. They may, however,only wantit for the particular species
they are managing or studying. Economists, planners andsocial
scientists, on the otherhand, may be satisfied with such general
categories as “caribou” or “geese” but require quantities for
each of the entire range of harvested species, which they may
then wishto convert to units of weight or nutrition. Harvest data
gathered for one purpose may be of
only restricted value for the
other.
Time
Both administrative and special-purpose harvest data have
been commonly recorded on an annual basis. The actual time
period may, however, be acalendar year, a year of administrative convention, such as the licence year (which inthe N.W.T.
begins on 1 July) or the fiscal year, a year adjusted to local
convention basedon the seasonal roundor simply the year prior
to the survey date. Occasionallydata are presented byseason or
month. If these do not cover a full year, however, straight-line
projection of annual estimates from themis usually inappropriate because of the great seasonal variation of most harvests.
Area
Any harvest statistic must refer to some geographic area.
What this area is will depend bothon the purpose at hand and
whatis feasible to obtainrecords for. Resource managers
interested in the harvesting pressureon a particular population
want harvest statistics that relate to the normal range of that
population over an annual or life cycle or some specified part
thereof, such as wintering, calving or spawning. Economists
and social scientists want harvest data that relate to human

populations, which means either by jurisdiction (e.g., Labrador or N.W.T.) or the normal harvesting area of a particular
community or group of people (e.g., of the peopleof Pond Inlet,
or Fort Norman, or historically of a particular family groupor
band). Most of the data in the government records and in the
literature are organized by such areal units as police detachments, regionaladministrative zones, fur trade regions and
traditionalcommunityharvesting areas, althoughsometimes
one must infer this fromthe nature ofthe records, because it is
not always stated. Data are rarely organized by game management zones, herd ranges or natural bioregions.
Harvesters

In many parts of the North, native people are the sole legal
harvesters of manyor most speciesof fish and wildlife.Thus for
many purposes, areally definedharvest statistics maybe
assumed to representthenative harvest, or conversely, the
harvest of an identifiable group
of native people may represent
the total harvest in a defined
area. This convenientinterchangeability does not always apply, however, and it is necessary to
ascertain the identityof the harvesting populationor to define it
according to certain criteria.
The definition of a native person(or harvester) is sometimes
problematic. In Canada, there are the definitions commonly
used for public administration, such as status and non-status
Indians, Metis andInuit. Persons in some of
these categories are
recognized as having aboriginal hunting, fishing and trapping
rights, and this may affect their status as licence-holders in any
permit-based reporting system.There are also community definitions (which are rarely articulated in print) and individual
self-identification. These do not always coincide with legal or
administrative definitions. In Alaska, where aboriginal rights
are said to have been extinguished, native people are largely,
but not entirely, subsumed under the category of subsistence
users. How then does oneidentify native harvesters?
In practice, the literature reviewed here has defined native
harvesters as the native residentsof small communities, which
is in fact where most native northernerslive. No native harvest
surveys have been undertaken in Canada in such
centres as
Yellowknife or Whitehorse, where nativepeople are a minority,
insome cases noteasilyidentifiedandcertainlynoteasily
surveyed as a separate categoryof persons. However, a ‘recent
survey of subsistence harvests in asimilar sized community in
Alaska (Sitka, population 7803), based on a random, unstrati(1985). It seems
fied sample, is reported in Gmelch and Gmelch
reasonable to assume that as inter-community migration and
mobility increase, theidentification of particular groups of
natives with traditionally defined areas will become less
straightforward.
There is an additional problem when dealing with allocation
issues that is not only to identify native harvesters but also to
categorize what theydo. In the view of manyresource management agencies, native harvesting does not fit comfortably into
the conventional tripartite division ofcommercial, recreational
and domesticharvesting. In practice, native people may obtain
their harvests by the gear and methods typical of each and
engage in the harvest and make useof its products for each of
these purposes.
For example, Indiansinnorthwestern Ontario commonly
obtain fish bycommercial netting, domestic netting (using
different mesh sizes for each) and angling in the course of
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commercial fishing, guidingsportfishermen(inboth
cases
keeping the rejectsfor domestic consumption) and fishing
in
for
their own use. Out of their total catch, they may sell some on
commercial markets, exchange some within their community
and among kin (in some cases
for money or money’s worth) and
retain some for household consumption (Hough, Stansbury +
Michalski Ltd., 1982;Usher etal., 1979). While this may be
an
extremeexampleofthecomplexityofnative
harvesting, it
occurs to some extent and with
particular variations inall native
communities and for a wide range of species.
SURVEY METHODS

To reconstruct and evaluate historical harvest
statistics of any
type, it is necessary to determine: (1) the accuracy of the data,
e.g., whether those providing the
data tended to or were likely to
bias their individual reports, intentionally or unintentionally,
so, inwhatdirectionand
to what extent; (2) the
andif
completeness of the data, e.g., what proportion of the population actually reported, or what proportion of the harvesting
events was reported; and(3) the representativeness of the data,
e.g., whether those who reported were typical membersof the
populationwith respect to their harvesting and reporting
characteristics.
If all three characteristics of the data set are known, it is
possible to estimate, by projection, the total harvest within
precisely specified confidence limits. In practice, it is seldom
possible to be so precise about the data set, but the use of a
common set of conventions will nonetheless yield a reliable
evaluation of its validity.
It follows from the above that
the harvest, N, can be presented
as a statistic in two ways. In the fust, it is the sum ofall of the
individual reports,
NR = nl n 2 . . . ni(1)
where NR = reported harvest; n = individual harvest report; i
= harvesters reporting (or harvest reports).
In the second, it is the estimate of the total harvest,
(2)
NT = NR (i/i)
where NT = total harvest; j = all harvesters (or all harvest
events).
The normal objective of harvest surveys is to estimate NT
from NR, andin practice equation (2) normallyincludes
weighting factors to account for the biases noted above.

+

Sampling Methods
Virtually every study
or system has attempted comprehensive
coverage of allharvesters, although few have achieved it. This
is true of the Kill Statistics from GHL returns (response rate
varied substantially from placeto placeand from year to year,
where it was indicated atall), the Area EconomicSurveys (high
response rate) and the scholarly and the impact studies (high
response rate in most cases). Although many of these studies
indicate the responserate, rarely do they indicate precisely how
estimates oftotalcommunityharvestswerederived
from
reported totals. There is insufficient recognition that a large
very
sample is still a sample nonetheless and that in the case of an
incomplete census it is never a random sample.
In practice, whether the response rate has been high or low,
on fortuitous samples. Responthe studies reviewed have relied
dents are those in town during the research period andat home
when the interviewer arrived. Further, whether for the official
statistical records or the results of special purpose surveys,

harvester reporting has been
voluntary. Rarely, if ever, are there
penalties for failing to report harvests to wildlife
officers or for
failing to participate in surveys whether publicly or privately
undertaken.
Non-Response Bias
The question thus arises
as to whether those whochose not to
participate in the survey might in some important way
differ
top
from those who did - for example, that they were the
harvesters, or that they did not harvest at
all. This possibilityof
non-response bias receives virtually no attention in the literature. Instead, reported results are commonly projected to total
estimates, on the assumption that a representative sample was
obtained. If, however, a disproportionate number of the top
harvesters was excluded for whatever
reason, then proportional
projection, evenfromasample
of 70-80%, couldproduce
misleading results.
In practice, field researchers familiar with the communities
theyareworlunginhaveagoodsubjective
assessment of
whether non-response bias may affecting
be
their results. While
in mass social surveys, the behaviour of non-respondents is
unknown, that is seldom true in small northern communities,
where researchers almost certainly know something about the
people they did not interview, as well as about those they did.
This knowledgeisnotalwayscommunicatedto
the reader,
however. Theproblem of non-response bias, although theoretically valid, is more apparent than real inliterature
the
reviewed,
because virtually allof it deals with small communities. It is of
greater significance in interpreting government records, however, becausetheproportion
of non-reportingharvestersis
usually higher and their characteristics are notknown.
As a rule, then, sampling and non-response bias is not a major
concern in in-depth surveysof small and relatively homogeneous communities, so long as researchersare aware ofthe
problem and communicateto readers how they dealt with
it. On
the other hand, mass repetitive surveys that cover
small communities superficiallyor cover larger communities must usestatistically valid sampling strategies order
in to project total harvests
from reported ones.
Response Bias
Response bias arises from the fact that in any social survey
there may be a difference between
the true answer to a question
and the respondent’s answer
to it. The causes of response bias in
recreationalhuntingsurveyshavebeenreviewedbyFilion
(1980:448-453) and include:(1) poor questionnaire design (for
example, leading questions, unclearly or ambiguously worded
and thus misleadingquestions, excessive burden on the respondent due to length or complexity of questionnaire); (2) recall
failure (inability to remember thefacts); (3) bias introduced by
the interviewer (he or she may inspire discomfort or mistrust in
the respondent or may unwittingly elicit a response intendedto
please); and (4) strategizing (respondents may wish
to assert an
interest and therefore claim to have hunted when they didnot,
thusexaggerating their catch, or theymaywish to conceal
something and therefore denyor under-report their catch).
The solutions to these problems include: (1) clarifying,
simplifying or otherwiseimprovingthe
questionnaire; (2)
improving reporting frequency, requesting the respondent in
advance to record certain events for later recall and providing
the respondent with recording aids; (3) selecting and training
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interviewers to recognize, minimize and be able to assess the
biasintroduced by personalcontact (or avoid it byusinga
mailed questionnaire); and (4) creating a situation in which the
respondents haveno systematic motivationto misrepresent their
harvests for strategic reasons.
To what extentdo these causes of response bias
also exist for
nativeharvest surveys, andwhathavebeen
the means of
eliminating them or correcting for them?
Interview Design and Format: Most of thestudies reviewed
did not use standardized questionnaires, but instead relied on
informal interviews. Especially where objective
the
was speciesspecific data, the interview was limited to a few simple questions such as: how many (of species x) did youget (since time
y)? Where the enumeration of harvest was
part ofa larger
objective, standardized questionnaires have sometimes been
used, but the harvest section itself remained fairly simple.
Recognizing that much of the literature reviewed was the
product of individuals with substantial field experience and/or
academic training, we assume that reasonablecare was takento
avoid misleadingor ambiguous questions, especially in acrosscultural situation. Yetunlessthe questionnaire or interview
format is not only standardized but also communicated in the
published results, there is much roomfor ambiguous interpretation. The problem of definition has already been noted.There is
as well the problem of consistent
reporting so as to avoid double
counting or omissions,for example, where several individuals
hunt together in aparty. Who killed an animal may not be the
same person who brought
it home or who eventually consumed
it. Knowledge of these culturalrules is, of course, as important
for interpreting observationaldata as it is for interpreting survey
data. Yet explicit discussion of the interview or questionnaire
format or of data aggregation is rare. McEachern (1978) and
Wetzel et al. (1980) are among the very few examples in the
literature reviewed where the actual questionnaire is appended
to the report and the methodology
described. We found no such
examplesthatpredatetheJamesBayandNorthern
Quebec
research.
These considerations are especially important
if the questionlanguage, either directly or
naire isto be administered in a native
in translation, or if the respondent is not especially fluent in
English. Few of the authors citedare, to our knowledge,fluent
inanynative
language, andrarelyis
it indicated that the
interviews were conducted in languagesother than English.
The questionofexcessive
burden, leading to item nonresponse orless accurate overall response, has not been specifically analyzed with respect to any single native harvest survey
questionnaire, although Filion (1981) has examined this problem with respect to waterfowl sport harvest surveys. In our
experience, the perceptionof excessiveburden by native
respondents results not only from the length of complexity of the
questionnaire itself, but also from the prevailing view
of research
in the community at the time. Hostility toward research and
scientists will result in low receptivity to even a simple interview, regardless of content. However, of theliterature reviewed,
no one has reported excessive burden leading
to poor response.
Perhaps this is because none
of the surveys combinedexcessive
questionnaire or interview length (e.g., more than 20-30 minutes) with repeated administration. Either they are long and
administered onlyonce, orif repeated at intervals, they are short.
Recall Failure: Native northerners, like most other people,
have long memories and accurate recall of the things that are
important to them. The reliability of Inuit recall of historic
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events over living memory has been favourably assessed by
Arima (1976), and Krech (1978)cited a case of detailed recall
by Dene informants of situations decades afterward, which he
was subsequently able
to corroborate very closely on the basis of
independent quantitative records.
on oral transmission of
Native people have traditionally relied
knowledgeand information, whichmany observers believe
resultsinamuch
greater emphasis on accurate recall and
recounting of events or knowledge than in a culture in which
there are alternatives to memory, such as writing, for ensuring
thecontinuity of knowledge.Nelson (1969:374-75), inhis
study of north Alaskan Inuit hunters, states that they rely on
each other’s empirical knowledge unquestioningly, this being
the source of the common fund of knowledge with respect to
harvesting. It isgenerallyconsideredthat
individuals who
reported to the various land use and occupancy studies in the
Canadian North during the 1970s took special
care to relate their
land use activities accurately andcompletely.
These findings do notmean, however,that recallfailure is not
a problem for harvest surveys. First, harvest surveys are not
necessarilyanalogous to theexample of thelanduseand
occupancyinterviewscited above. Those interviews(which
were of a directed but informal nature
rather than a survey
questionnaire)wereseen as aonce-and-for-all statement on
matters of great cultural and historic importance. They constituted, for many respondents, the occasion
to relate an important
story: not only their autobiography the
butmanner in which they
as individualsput their heritage into practice. In traditional
native cultures, great value is placed on stories andtheir
accurate transmission. The recall
of a simple series of numbers,
even though relating to as important a subjectas harvesting, is
probably not considered by many to be in the category of a
“
story,” and.hence less importance may be attached to a full
and accurate recounting.
Secondly, practically all of the studies cited areretrospective
and ask the harvester to recall, on the single occasion of the
interview itself, the number of each species he or shetook over a
specified time period (usually the preceding year). Success in
doing so requires, first, that the numbers were actually committed to memory at the time and, secondly, that they remained
accurately fixed in memory during the interveningperiod. The
occurrence of recall failure in native harvest surveys is due
chiefly to the failure of harvesters in the ordinary course of
events to count their harvest of a certain species, and thus to
haveanynumber
to remember. Once aquantity has been
tabulated and committed to memory, the ability to recall it is
generally satisfactory.
There are several reasons why native harvesters have not
normally committedthe numbers of animals taken to memory.
One is that in most
cases, the precisequantity of animals taken is
not a useful datumfor the future success of either the harvester
himself or other members of the group. Generalobservationsof
abundanceor scarcity or precise observations of animal
behaviour or environmental conditions are much more important. It is thefactors that affect successor failure, rather than the
quantitative measurement of successor failure itself, that have
traditionally been consideredimportant. Success or failure was
adequately measured simply as enough
or not enough. Another
are taken in such quantity and in such
reason is that some species
a routine fashionover extended periods of time.
Ontheother hand, thecalculationandmemorization
of
quantities is likely to occur where the harvest is rareor occurs
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under exceptional circumstances, where it has special ceremonial significanceor where it is soldcommercially. For example,
the senior author, during researchon trapping on Banks Island,
N.W.T., found that trappers’ verbal recollections of the numbers of foxestaken as long as 30 yearsbefore generally
corresponded closely with
their reports to game officers within a
few months of the trappingseason, as recorded in the N.W.T.
licence returns (Usher, 1971).
As well, where quotas or possession limits exist for certain
species, the likelihood of hunter tabulation and recall is
increased. Finally, women, who are much more involved in
butchering and preparation of animals, may be more likely to
recall quantities, butwehavenotseenthishypothesisput
forward or tested in theliterature, nor have anyharvest surveys
been designed especiallyto make use of womens’ knowledge.
on the recall of
Where scientists have commented favourably
native people, however, it has usually been inthe context of a
situation in which substantial trust
has been established, and this
is morelikely to be the case with extended participant observation research rather than with surveyresearch, where personal
contact is very limited.
Aids to Recall: In a very few
cases in theliterature, recording
aidshavebeenusedwithmixedsuccess
to enhance recall.
During the early 1960s, the N.W.T. Wildlife Service gave out
diaries to GeneralHuntingLicence holders, withspaces to
record their take of the major species by month. The senior
author found that at Sachs Harbour, almost all of the trappers
maintained thesediaries diligently, whereas at Coppermine and
Holman, very few did so (Abrahamson et al., 1964; Usher,
1965, 1966, 1971). The practice was discontinued in the late
1960s, and in any event, the Wildlife Service used the diaries
only for annual tabulations andrarely, if ever, made use ofthe
monthly data. Otherwise the useof continuous recordingaids is
mostlylimitedtothosestudiesinterestedinnutrition
or in
detailed householdbudgets, as well as harvests (e.g., Ballantyne
e t a l . , 1976; Kemp, 1971; Mackey, 1984a,b).
Other aids to recall include designing multiple-choice rather
than open-ended questionnaires and breaking downharvesting
activity into components
from which an annualor seasonaltotal
can be reconstructed. The few examples of these techniques
have, not surprisingly, been appliedto those species which, for
reasons alreadynoted, people typically havethe most difficulty
quantifying: fish and small game. McEachern
(1978), for example, used multiple-choice or categorized questions to ascertain
fish catches. Usher et al. (1979) disaggregated the fishery by
gear andseason, obtaining recall data for each item, in order to
reconstruct total annual catches.
Interviewer-Znduced Bias: All of the harvest data, whether
obtained in the form of licence
or permit returns or through
special-purpose surveys, have been based on personal interviews administered by police,constables, game wardens, government field officers or trained social scientists. In no case has
a self-administered, mail-in or drop-off questionnaire been used
(except in Greenland - Haller, 1978), because of the certain
expectation inearlier years of almost complete non-response to
self-administered questionnaires, to say nothing of the infrequency of mail service. Even today, however, despite higher
rates of literacy, greater familiarity with survey research and
better communications,no self-administered questionnaire survey of any kind in the small, largely native communities has
beenreportedinthe
literature. Consequently interviewerinduced bias is necessarily a consideration in harvest surveys
to
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date, whether outsidersor local peopledo the actual interviewing and regardless
of their training. Given the nature of the
data,
however, it is difficult to dissociate this bias from the more
important source, namely, strategic response.
Strategic Bias: The possibility that native harvesters might
bias their responses to harvest surveys for strategic reasons has
long been recognized. The earliest discussions of this bias and
how to overcome it appeared in the 1960s in the literature on
migratory birds (see, for example, Klein, 1%6:320-21; Barry
and Carpenter, n.d.:2).
Prior to the mid-l970s, the chief reason forstrategic bias in
native harvest surveys was the fear of individual prosecution
for
violation of game laws or, more rarely, with respectto commercial harvests the fear of income investigation for tax or social
welfare purposes. The fear of prosecution in most parts of the
North, however, was limited to migratory birds. Another concern was the possibility that even where individual prosecutions were not an
issue, the collective results of a harvest survey
could lead to the impositionof quotas. This may have beenthe
case in certain parts of the N.W.T. mainland with respect to
barren-ground caribou.
In our experience, these biases were likely to exist whether
the interviewer was a biologist or a social scientist and could
only be dispelled, if at all, through a lengthy establishment of
trust. The influence of strategic bias up to that time, then, was
most likely to have been to produce an underestimate of the
harvests ofcertain, but byno means all, species. The reasonsfor
strategic bias have increased in recent years
to include not only
the regulation of harvesting, but also income tax,social welfare
et al., 1985),
programs and harvesting support programs (Usher
and it is therefore more important than
ever that those who
collect and use native harvest statistics account for it. At the
same time, however, it must be recognized that there are no
straightforward technical solutions to the problem of strategic
bias (see, for example, Copp, n.d.:1-5), as there are for other
sources of biasin social surveys. Whatis essential is to
recognize its existence and effects and for public agencies, at
least, to try to minimize it through appropriate public policy
measures.
CONCLUSIONS

Despite the general tendency
to ignoremethodological questions in the native harvest
literature, the actual results of most of
the studies reviewed appear
to be morereliable than mostsets of
administrative harvest data, for the following reasons:
(1) Although the results are sometimes difficult to compare
directly from one study to another, the lack of standardization
does not detract from the reliabilityof any individual study.
(2) For the mostpart, the statistics refer to production (struck
and retrieved) rather than kill
or consumption, regardless of the
terminology used inthe study.
(3) The problems entailedby a fortuitous rather than a random
sample are largely overcome where sample
the size is verylarge
and where the characteristics of the unsampled population are
not entirely unknown. Most of the studies reviewed achieved
over 80% coverage, andinmany cases special efforts were
made to contact the most active hunters.
(4) Most researchers have had sufficient sensitivity to the
problems of interview design and procedure in cross-cultural
situations to minimize, orat least be able to account for, those
sources of bias.
(5) Recall failure isnotaproblem
for most species, and
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especially those that constitute the bulk of the harvest, except
for fish.
(6) Strategic bias is not systematic but is rather restricted to
certain species and can be readily ascertained at the outset. For
the most part, however, aconsensus emerges from
these studies
thatnative harvesters, oncethey chose to cooperate witha
survey, made theeffort to record their harvests accurately but on
balance underestimated slightly
due tocautious interpretation of
the questions and a concern, based on their cultural values, to
avoid exaggeration.
(7) Most researchers have had substantial field experience
and consequently have had a good
subjective or intuitive sense
of the quality of the information theyobtained.
(8) In many studies, the reliability of interview data is
considered againstother evidence, such as spot counts, participant observation, personalaccountsand estimates by other
knowledgeable individuals.
(9) When the results of a wide variety of surveys are compared, the total harvestsper capita tend to fall within a limited
range and the variations are more
or less readily explained. This
is a purely inferential verification, however.
Manyoftheadministrative
data sets are also avaluable
source of harvest statistics. The frequent and valid criticisms
of these data sets, however, apply chiefly to their uncritical use,
rather than to their potential. In the case of the N.W.T. statistics
especially, reporting rates are often known or canbe estimated
from existing archival data, with theresult that it is possible for
many key species at least to make valid projections of total
harvests from reported ones. To date, however, attempts to
compile comprehensive historicaldata sets from administrative
data (Usher, 1975, 1977) have not explored this possibility.
As a result of both the comprehensiveness (if not the accuracy) of the N.W.T. statistical recordand the numberand
quality of special-purpose harvest surveys and estimates in the
literature, there is a morecomplete record of native harvests of
fur, fish and game in northern Canada for recent decades than
exists for any other hunting societies in the world. Unfortunately this fact is seldom recognized. Too often,biologists and
social scientists fail to make themselves fully aware of each
other’s work, let alone make good use of it. Too often, both
resource managers and socio-economic planners make uncritical useof poor qualityor out-of-date statistics, when better ones
(with more satisfactory methodological accounts) are readily
available. Indeed, too often bothset out to gathernew statistics
with ad hoc methods, in ignorance of a substantial body of
experience and literature.
This is especially a problem in compilinghistorical summaries. In the absence of generally recognized conventions for
doing so, a varietyof data sets, with or without methodological
explanation or even reference to each other, creep into the
record and are then seemingly randomly selected by users for
reproduction in the literature.
Yet to some extent this woeful situation is the result of the
inadequacies of the existing record to which we have drawn
attention, such as:
(1)Objectives and purposeshave varied over time, and there
is rarely any clear recognition of the implications of the study
objectives for the design of the study and the interpretation of
the results. In particular, wildlife managementand socioeconomic analysis objectives are easily
not reconciled (although
it is by no means impossible to do so).
(2) In many cases, especially the scholarly social scientific

studies, harvest statistics are a by-productrather than the central
as a means of testing
focus of the research. They were generated
certain relationships between human groups and the environment. Consequently, theestimation of totalharvests for an
entire harvesting population or geographic area has been less
important than accurate recording ofthe harvests of particular
individuals or social groups. However, even where harvest
statistics are the primary intent of a study (which is especially
the case with the impact assessments and
the biological studies),
the methodology tends to be developed on an ad hoc and often
internal basis, with little reference to the literature and without
benefit of external peer review.
(3) Coverage is discontinuous in space and time and rarely
includes all harvested species. Consequently, itis often difficult
to generalize from anyparticular study toa large region or to the
North as a whole.
(4) Terminology anddefinitions have not beenstandardized.
(5) Although there is a trend over time to a more precise
interview protocol, there has been no systematic or collective
effort on the part of researchers to standardize procedures and
methods.
(6) Sampling techniques and their implications have barely
been acknowledged as an issue, let alone beenstandardized.
Yet the demand
for native harvestsurveys hasgrown and now
includes active management intervention, the allocation of
wildlife resources among competing users and the value of
harvests with respect
to possible compensationrequirementsfor
loss or reduction. These demandshavetransformednative
harvest studies from a solely scholarly concern to one having
immediate and significant practical applications. They must,
however, be capable ofwithstanding the scrutinyofboth
external peer reviewand of adversarial proceedings. Crude
methodologies,which provided useful“guesstimates” in years
past, are simply not adequateto meet these new demands.
In the one case-James Bay and Northern Quebec
-where
a large development project led directly to a negotiated claims
settlement, the question of native harvest levelsresolved
was by
formally institutionalizing a system for obtaining the required
data. Thus began the generation of surveys now commonly
referred to as “native harvest surveys.” Since 1975,a substantial partof the CanadianNorth has beencoveredby these
comprehensive and repetitive surveys, and more are envisaged
by both governments and native
organizations as a consequence
of further claims settlementsintheCanadian
North. These
surveys have for the most part consciously attempted to overcome the problems enumerated in this
article, albeit with mixed
success (James Bay . . . , 1976a,b, 1982a;Usheretal., 1985).
These surveys are costly, though, and most are expected to
run only for a few years.There will, however, be a continuing
need for less expensive andelaborate surveys, both on a regular
basis for management and planning purposes andoccasionally
for specific problems and user requirements. Both the permitbased statistics routinely gathered by fish and wildlifeagencies
and the occasional special-purposestudies will thus continue to
be important sources of native harvestdata. Consequently, the
methodological questions identified in this article should be
addressed by both those who
gather native harvest statistics and
those who usethem.
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